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Be strong and courageous, for you shall cause this people to
inherit the land that I swore to their fathers to give them.
Only be strong and very courageous, being careful to do
according to all the law that Moses my servant commanded
you. Do not turn from it to the right hand or to the left, that
you may have good success wherever you go. This Book of
the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall
meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do
according to all that is written in it. For then you will make
your way prosperous, and then you will have good success.
Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and do not be dismayed,
for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go." Joshua 1:6-9
You can understand why the dispensation starts from the denial of the existing system of living and of the
old loyalties. Each person must first leave the old world and start anew. Unless there is a movement that
teaches this, the world has no hope to return to God's ideal. Just blindly denying things is not what is
called for; you must know beforehand the precise way to recreate yourself. First you must see a new
vision and hope centering on the Messiah. As soon as you unite with him, you can become a new creation
and give hope to mankind. Then all people will have a goal and can find the courage to deny themselves
and unite with him. SMM, The Dividing Peak of Restoration 1/15/78
Hello,
Hyung Jin Nim started Sunday's service by discussing the Blessing of Atsushi Higuchi to Junko
Yamamoto. The doctor told him the cancer would kill him within one week, but when Mrs. Yamamoto
expressed a desire to be blessed with him, he gained the will to live and today they will receive the
Blessing!
He then discussed the parable in Luke 16 about the corrupt manager who reduced what was owed by
debtors. The parables can be challenging to understand. Ultimately they are a condemnation to those
whose minds and hearts are so closed that they "do not have eyes to see or ears to hear." The manager is
praised for being shrewd, but believers must be shrewd in pursuing in pursuing the true wealth of the
Kingdom.
Researchers have found that people spend 50 years of their lives thinking about money. There are
different types of riches. The manager will enjoy his riches for 80 years at most, but we will enjoy the
fruits of our investments in God's Kingdom for eternity. The USA founders risked their lives, their
fortunes and their honor for true riches.
Throughout history conquerors would expand their territory through rape, pillage and plunder. The
Israelites were instructed to wipe out 31 kingdoms in Canaan, but not to take pillage. This was
unprecedented in warfare. "You are a holy army, so you cannot operate in the ways of the world. You
must fight for a higher purpose."
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When he was inaugurated, George Washington prayed, "we dedicate this land to you." We are called to
engage in the heroic quest. Many churches have acquiesced to leftist, gay agenda, but there is no epic
agenda to attract people, so they are losing members. The Gospel attracts not by making it easier, but by
inviting people to be like Christ, to emulate the suffering path of the Son of God
Postmodernism has replaced this epic quest with empty new identities, where people can allegedly change
their gender on a whim. Registered Democrats report significantly poorer mental health than Republicans,
even when controlling for income or education levels. news.gallup,com/poll/102943/republicans-reportmuch-better-mental-health-than-others.aspx They want to project that illness on society. Part of it is their
greater belief in materialism which sees our lives as random result of matter, no more meaningful that the
lives of cockroaches.

Blessing of Atsushi HIguchi and Junko Yamamoto
We live in a world of consequences, but if we have delusions it's natural to blame others. Hyung Jin Nim's
philosophy teacher taught, "we judge others by actions and ourselves by our intentions."
The French Revolution did not maintain the higher ground. They just wanted to eradicate the current
leaders at the time. Marxist revolutions want to stratify society and divide it between different groups. In
Venezuela the socialists motivated indigenous and darker skinned against whites who were doing better.
You need a moral ground to stratify vertically so there is moral reform on all levels, not just vilification of
certain groups.

The American revolution had a high purpose, not just revenge. The MAGA movement involved Trump, a
billionaire, and lower classes in a shared common purpose. Leftists want you to think that it's the "white
man" who hates you, but God attracts people of all backgrounds and invites them to repentance.
Hyung Jin Nim's oldest brother was a chronic alcoholic. They later found out he was molested at a young
age. That led Hyung Jin Nim to decide not to touch alcohol.

Freedom always comes with responsibility. Trump exposed the reality of the Deep State, election fraud,
as well as the politicized FBI and Justice Department. With the Covid 19 pandemic, economies
throughout the world were shut down. Elites acting to do a "re-set" on the whole world. Churches and
small businesses were all shut down. The threat of the virus was an excuse for a type of Communist
centralized control to be implemented here.
As long as freedom exists in America, the people around the world have hope, since they are treated
according to the view that they are made in the image of God. That is why the totalitarians are seeking to
take down the USA. They are raiding the personal lawyer of President Trump, censoring conservative
voices, normalizing control we would never have tolerated before.

Edward Louis Bernays, nephew of Sigmund Freud, was an Austrian-American pioneer in the field of
public relations and propaganda. His best-known campaigns include a 1929 effort to promote female
smoking by branding cigarettes as feminist "Torches of Freedom." Leftist propaganda portrays committed
husbands and fathers are "the patriarchy." The devil brings doubt and says that God is a tyrant, who
doesn't care about you, but "you can trust me to take care of you!"
The happiness of women has declined since the 1950s. Many of them replaced the epic quest from God
with smoking, drugs, free sex, advanced degrees, and careers.
Jesus did not promise we would all become millionaires. He said, "you will be mocked and hated for my
name's sake" and sometimes killed. The benefit of pursing such a path has to be greater than the suffering
and it is.
Sometimes our fears and anxiety make things look bigger than they really are. God is saying, "I will give
you an epic life forever." "I love you as my children. I want you to inherit my lineage and mission." It's
not a question of power. God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of a sound mind.
***********
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